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Abstract. High user mobility coupled with high bandwidth dernands
and bursty nature of traffic is expected in beyond 3G cellular access
networks. Such a scenario leads to the creation of highly congested areas
or hot-spots in these cellular access networks. The location and duration
of existence of these hot-spots is closely related to the rnobility patterns
of the users and varies over time. We observe heavy loss, high delay,
and congestion in parts of the cellular access network as a result of the
mobility induced load variation, although the network as a whole can
Support the user load. This paper proposes a novel dynainic network
architect.ure (DNA), which enables bett.er distribution of load and can
adapt the network topology dynamically to provide relief to congested
areas in the network. Our mechanism outlined here is online, distributed,
and does not require advance knowledge of t r f i c detnand.

1

Introduction

The evolution of networks beyond 3G leads to a heterogeneous set of access
technologies. In such a scenario, there are several challenging issues, including
more efficient utilization of the available bandwidth, low power consumption
and provisioning of QoS guarantees. In particular, we See a need for flexible,
distributed network architectures, which can achieve higher tluoughput and are
capable of dynamically responding to high variation in traffic demand over time.
QoS provisioning is crucial for future cellular access networks to enable voice and
multimedia applications to be supported. The high bandwidth requirements of
such applications coupled with the mobility of end-users leads to fluctuation of
the required bandwidth in individual cells over a period of time. This leads in
turn to the creation of highly congested areas in the cellular access networks, so
called hot-spots, despite the fact that the overall capacity of the network may
be greater than the total load offered t o the network at a given point in time.
Hollick et al. [l]provide a detailed study of the changes in traffic demands as a
function of User mobility. In general, we observe that congestion develops in parts
of the network due to an uneven distribution of the load. In a cellular network,
partial relief from this phenomenon can be provided by relaying some traffic from
heavily loaded cells to some neighbouring cells which may be less loaded. This
enables a more even distribution of the load. Our dynamic network architecture,
DNA, builds on relaying concepts similar to the work of Wu et al. [2]. However,

we believe that a simple relaying mechanism alone is not enough. Therefore
we introduce and propose a wireless relay router ( WRR), which works in close
CO-operationwith our QoS-routing meclianism presented in [3]. Our framework
enables dynamic modification of the network topology in response to congestion
in parts of the network. This alleviates the iieed for heavy overprovisioning of
resources in all parts of the cellular access network. At the Same time, this
mechanism enables additional bandwidth to be made available wherever aiid
whenever it is required.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sectioii 2 we give a
short overview of the related work. Then, in Section 3 we outline our proposed
architecture and also define the roles of the individual network components in
detail. This is followed by a description of the functions of the individual components. We outline the mechanism by which the network architecture adapts
itself in response to the likely build up of congestioii in parts of the network.
Finally we present a Summary of this work, also giving an outlook for a real
implementation of our proposed DNA.

2

Related Work

As lias been highlighted in the introduction, the beyond 3G scenario requires us
to design smart technology which has the ability to handle high data traffic, a t
the Same time enabling provision of QoS. The work [l]models the User mobility
for the case of a city. The results clearly highlight the creation of transient hotspots in the network. The work also shows that the location of these hot-spots
varies over time. Giveii the above observation, it is necessary to manage the
very high variation in the offered load. However, it is expensive to overprovision
network resources. Besides, despite a high overprovisioning factor, it is possible
that transient bursts of traffic lead to congestion in parts of the cellular access
networks. Therefore, we believe that the network should be flexible enough to
allow an on-demand dynamic allocation of resources.
A promising approach to address the congestion problem arising due to unbalanced traffic in a cellular network is proposed by Wu et al. [2]. They propose
the use of ad hoc relaying stations (ARS) to relay traffic from a heavily loaded
cell to a less loaded cell dynamically. This increases the overall load that the
system can handle. They identify three different relaying mechanisms, namely
primary relaying, secondary relaying and cascaded relaying.
The primary relaying and secondary relaying mechanisms are shown in Fig.
1. For example, with respect to Fig. l(a), a mobile subscriber X wants to set
up a new call in a heavily loaded cell A. However, the call fails due to the
unavailability of channels in the cell. In such a case the mobile subscriber X
switches to an alternative radio interface and the call will be relayed through
the (ARS) to a neighbouring cell B that has less load. The authors describe
this mechanism as primary relaying. Fig. l ( b ) shows the secondary relaying
mechanisin. Here, as in the case of primary relaying, the mobile subscriber X
wants to establish a new call in a highly loaded cell A. The call initially cannot
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Fig. 1. Overview of relaying mechanisms

be setup due to unavailability of channels in the cell A. In this case, however, the
mobile subscriber is not within the range of a suitable ARS. The base station for
cell A then transfers an existing call, in this example that of mobile subscriber
Y, via an ARS to a neighbouring cell. This frees up channels which can then be
used to permit mobile subscriber X to set up the new call. The third relaying
mechanism, cascaded relaying, described in [2] is a combination of both primary
relaying and secondary relaying. In Summary, the authors describe a mechanism,
which enables an even distribution of load. They show that the overall load
supported by the system is maximized if the load per cell is equal.
In our work [3], we develop a near-optimal multiclass, multipath, minimumdelay routing algorithm. The routing algorithm is distributed in nature and
computes for a given destination a next-hop set and a corresponding load distribution along various paths to that destination. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the
routing mechanism. Consider a router i, as shown in Fig. 2, and its neighbours.
At time n * Tl + p * T, the routing table a t router i has as next-hop, for some
destination, the set of neighbours kz, ks and k4. The nurnbers besides the links
show the fraction of traffic for the destination under consideration a t router i,
which is to be sent along that link to a neighbour in the next-hop set. As shown
in figures 2(b)-2(f), the routing algorithm operates at two tiinescales. At every
time interval Tl, the next-hop set for a destination is updated; whereas, a t a
smaller time interval T„ the fraction of traffic sent to individual neighbours in
the next-hop set is adjusted. This enables an efficient load-balancing mechanism
which takes into account both, the long term delay along paths to the destination
(by changing the next-hop set) as well as the short term transient changes in
delay along individual paths to a destination (by adjusting the fraction of traffic
sent along individual paths). The routing meclianism in [3] utilizes as the link
cost, the incremental delay that is experienced by traffic along the link. Here, by
link we refer to a directed link, i.e. the cost if link (i,k) may not be the Same as
the cost of link (k,i) a t a given point of time. Incremental delay as link cost was
introduced by Gallager [4]. He presents the optimal routing problem and also

